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Background and motivation

• dictionary usage in the context of education: students as focus group

• dictionaries traditionally used (and studied) as reference tools and 
teaching aids in foreign language learning

• some studies emphasize their contribution to enhancing literacy and 
reading skills (e.g. Beech, 2010)

• children’s dictionaries contribute to vocabulary learning and facilitate 
encyclopaedic and cultural learning (Tarp & Gows, 2012)

• explicit instruction in dictionary skills → improving reference skills 
(Lew & Galas, 2008) 



Motivation

• the national curriculum for Croatian as L1: active use of a children's 
dictionary as a learning outcome as early as from the first grade

• 15-year-olds should be able to analyse the lexical-semantic relations 
between words using dictionaries

AIM – investigate the usage of dictionaries by teachers and students in 
primary and secondary education in Croatia

Do teachers use dictionaries in class today? What types of dictionaries? 
For what purposes? 

Are there non-language teachers reaching for dictionaries as reference 
works? 



Research questions

1. To what extent do teachers include lexicographic resources in their 
teaching practices, both during class preparation and in the 
classroom?

2. How do teachers perceive the relevance and accuracy of information 
provided by lexicographic resources in relation to the curriculum they 
teach? Are they happy with the existing resources?

3. How familiar are teachers with specialized dictionaries, databases, 
and other lexicographic resources?



Survey structure and implementation

• 24 questions in 4 sections: 

1) personal information

2) workplace information

3) use of dictionaries when preparing classes

4) use of dictionaries in class

• different question formats

• survey intended for teachers of ALL subjects

• pilot survey

• emails, Facebook teacher groups, Twitter, LinkedIn, personal contacts, 
letters to school principles (random selection)  



Participants

The age of respondents Regional distribution of respondents

the survey completed by 503 participants: 89.1% identified as female, 10.5% as male



Years of teaching experience

Participants

workplace
47.5% work in a primary school
50.3% in a secondary school
2.2%: both primary and secondary 
schools, a music school, or a foreign 
language school

work satisfaction
59.4% mostly satisfied
23.5% fully satisfied 
13.5% satisfied to a certain extent
2.6% mostly not satisfied
1% not satisfied at all



Substantial number of vocational subject teachers



Using dictionaries in class preparation

• reported frequency of use of 
Croatian monolingual or foreign 
language dictionaries as expected

• 57.3% use contemporary Croatian 
monolingual dictionaries once a 
month or more frequently; 25% 
use English and other FL 
dictionaries about once a month

• 55.9% respondents regularly use 
Croatian specialized resources



The use of dictionaries during class activities in primary and secondary education

Using dictionaries in class



Activities



Type of activity Number of responses

looking up unknown words / definitions of words / comparing the meaning of words 158

looking up concepts / definitions of concepts 59

learning about the structure of lexicographical entry; forming a dictionary definition 44

searching for examples of usage 24

looking up grammatical categories, morphological features of words 24

checking spelling/orthography 24

searching for synonyms 17

assistance when writing essays and other assignments 15

searching for definition/explanation of terms 10

looking up foreign words; translation; Croatian word for a foreign equivalent 10

using new words in a text or in speech 9

looking up etymology of words 7

looking up meaning/explanations of phrasemes; collocations 7

searching for antonyms 6

reading for vocabulary enrichment 3

looking up accents and pronunciation 2

defining loanwords 2

looking up abbreviations 1

looking up archaic words 1

learning how to summarize and take notes 1

they did not participate 135

general positive reply 70

other (e.g. practicing language skills) 11

vague reply 11

Table 1: Teaching and learning activities for which students actively used dictionaries.



Meeting user needs

criticism from respondents

lack of certain types of dictionaries for Croatian: etymological 
dictionary, dictionary of synonyms, dictionary of idioms, frequency 
dictionary, thesaurus, specialized dictionaries within certain fields, 
good-quality bilingual dictionaries, etc.

some of these exist in print form, but are often incomplete and 
outdated

content of lexicographic resources is often too complex and extensive 
for school use (especially for primary school students), and possibly 
even for a wider circle of non-expert users. 



0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Missing (new, colloquial, dialectal) terms and senses

Etymological dictionary/information

More usage examples, various contexts

Thesaurus; synonyms, antonyms

Inflected forms; declension of names

Accentuated forms, pronunciation guidelines

Idioms with explanations

More advanced search funcionality

More coherent use of stylistic labels

Frequency dictionary/information

Comprehensive list of collocations

Better translation of technical terms

Syntactic data in bilingual dictionaries

Automatically generated excercises

Adaptation for visually impaired users

Content and form: suggested improvements

n = number of mentions by respondents

Suggested improvements and additions to the existing lexicographic resources, primarily dictionaries.



Conclusions

qualitative analysis of open-ended questions:

respondents generally satisfied with available resources, but would 
like “combined” resources

major shortcomings include the lack of resources suitable for 
students at lower levels of education, the outdatedness or 
incompleteness of the existing resources, and technical restrictions of 
the resources

common concern = lack of terms and senses in available resources, 
esp. in relation to newer concepts, technological innovations, and 
specific language variants (e.g. jargons, dialects, colloquial language 
use)



Future work

• several math teachers reported using lexicographic resources as 
reference tools for definitions of specialized mathematical concepts

• raising awareness about using terminological resources in teaching, 
particularly for preparing materials for primary education students
• complex concepts, learning to formulate their own definitions

• enhancing children's categorization skills via improving definitional 
skills

• modifying and adjusting definitions of abstract or specialized 
concepts in textbooks and teaching materials
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